
ation. The effective practice of administrative law
requires an understanding of the basic attributes of
administrative agencies, the source of agency au-
thority, how agencies legislate, and how disputes be-

tween agencies and the regulated
public are adjudicated. This article
introduces newcomers to adminis-
trative law with these concepts and
highlights some of the basic dif-
ferences in practice and procedure
between administrative agencies
and courts of law. It is intended to
be a broad overview and includes
generalizations that may not apply
in all circumstances.

A practical introduction
to administrative law 

in Michigan

By William C. Fulkerson and Dennis J. Donohue

Perhaps the most significant devel-
opment in American law over the past 30 years has
been the explosion in law created, implemented,
and enforced by administrative agencies. The num-
ber of federal and state administra-
tive regulations has grown to impact
almost every aspect of commercial
life. As a practical matter then, most
lawyers will—regardless of their
specific area of expertise—practice
‘‘administrative law’’ in some form.
Properly understood, the practice of
administrative law goes beyond
knowledge and application of spe-
cific regulations to a particular situ-

Fast Facts
Administrative law is the law
concerning the exercise of 
authority by administrative
agencies and their relationship
to the legislature, courts, and
the public.

State agencies have only 
those powers granted them 
by the legislature.

Duly promulgated agency 
rules have the same force and
effect as laws. 13
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What is Administrative Law?
In essence, ‘‘administrative law’’ is the law concerning the exercise

of authority by administrative agencies and their relationship to the
legislature, courts, and the public. The effective practice of adminis-
trative law therefore requires: (1) an appreciation of the need for ad-
ministrative agencies to assume a legislative role when implementing
broad (and often vague or even contradictory) policy directives from
the legislature, and (2) an understanding of the constitutional, statu-
tory, and judicial constraints on this role. Administrative law also
implicates the tension between the judicial branch and adjudicative
powers invested in administrative agencies, which are part of the
executive branch of government. Of course, the practice of adminis-
trative law further requires knowledge and application of substantive
regulations governing an area of practice, but this aspect of the prac-
tice is framed by the larger issues involving the scope and extent of
administrative authority.1

What is an Administrative Agency?
The Michigan Constitution of 1963 authorizes and establishes

the creation of agencies as part of the executive branch of Michigan
state government.2 Section 3(2)3 of the Michigan Administrative
Procedures Act (MAPA) defines an agency broadly as any state ‘‘de-
partment, bureau, division, section, board, commission, trustee,
authority, or officer’’ that is ‘‘created by the constitution, statute, or
agency action.’’ Pursuant to Const art 5, § 2 and the Executive
Organization Act of 1965,4 most state agencies are housed within
several principal departments, subject to reorganization by the gov-
ernor through executive orders. Importantly, agencies, boards, and
so forth, created under the authority of local units of government
do not qualify as an ‘‘agency’’ under MAPA and are generally not
subject to the same requirements and constraints that apply to state
agencies. The nature and scope of the powers exercised by these
local governmental agencies are most often governed by various
enabling acts and other statutes governing the operation of coun-
ties, cities, etc.

What Powers Do Agencies Have?
State agencies have only those powers granted them by the leg-

islature.5 However, courts liber-
ally construe the specific powers
granted to agencies.6 In deter-
mining the nature and extent
of an agency’s authority, it is
critical to examine the statutes
creating the agency or granting
the agency authority to implement
the regulatory program at issue. In
addition, it is important to become
familiar with MAPA, which delin-
eates the general practice and proce-
dures applicable to all state agencies.

Agencies often possess a broad range of conferred powers, in-
cluding investigatory and enforcement authority.7 However, rule-
making and adjudication are two of the primary ways agencies exer-
cise their authority.

Rulemaking
Rulemaking is how agencies exercise their legislative-type powers.

Agency rulemaking is governed by Chapter 3 of MAPA.8 MAPA’s
rulemaking requirements are extensive. The process includes publi-
cation of proposed rules in the Michigan Register, review by the
Legislative Services Bureau, Office of Regulatory Reform, and the
Joint Committee on Administrative Rules, public hearings, and a
comment period. MAPA defines ‘‘rule’’ to mean ‘‘an agency regula-
tion, statement, policy, ruling, or instruction of general applicability
that implements or applies law enforced or administered by the
agency, or that prescribes the organization, procedure, or practice of
the agency.’’9 Therefore, virtually any kind of agency standard or
instruction of ‘‘general applicability’’ to the public is a rule and must
be promulgated in accordance with MAPA’s rulemaking provisions
to be valid and enforceable.10

Duly promulgated agency rules have the same force and effect
as laws. The rules of statutory construction apply to administrative
rules.11 Violations of rules can be a crime, if the enabling statute so
provides. However, an agency cannot, by promulgation of a rule,
itself make an act or omission a crime.12 Michigan rules are codi-
fied in the Michigan Administrative Code of 1979. Rules (and rule
amendments) promulgated after 1979 are found in the Annual Ad-
ministrative Code Supplements (AACS) and the Michigan Register.
(The Michigan Register contains the most recent rule promulga-
tions—promulgations over the past 12–24 months—that have not
yet been included in the AACS.) Agency rules and the Michigan
Register can also be found on the Internet at the Office of Regula-
tory Reform website (www.state.mi.us/orr). It is also important to be
aware of federal regulations and policy guidance that may be applied
by state agencies depending on the regulatory program involved.

One of the most common areas of dispute between agencies and
the public is whether an agency’s internal guidelines or policies
must be promulgated as a rule to be enforceable. MAPA recognizes
that agencies need to develop guidelines setting internal procedures

the agency will follow and gives requirements
for establishing such guidelines.13 However,
MAPA narrowly def ines ‘‘guidelines’’ to
mean only agency statements and policies

that, while binding the agency, do ‘‘not bind
any other person.’’14 Any agency policies,

procedures, or statements that are intended
to, or have the effect of, binding persons out-

side the agency are arguably ‘‘rules’’ and are unen-
forceable against such persons unless promulgated
as rules.15

Practitioners of administrative law must always be
wary of ‘‘secret rules’’16 that, while never subjected
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to public scrutiny, establish standards or procedures that the agency
routinely enforces against the public. Some agencies have entire reg-
ulatory programs based on standards and procedures that have
never been promulgated as rules. These situations present the diffi-
cult situation of dealing with an agency when the guidance the
agency relies upon in regulating your client is not readily accessible
to you or the public. However, these situations also present an ave-
nue of legal challenge to the agency position and a better chance of
achieving a negotiated resolution of the dispute at hand.

Agency Adjudication
In addition to legislative, or rulemaking, authority, among the

most important powers granted to agencies is adjudicative author-
ity. The legislature has invested many agencies with the power to
adjudicate disputes arising under a particular statute or under an
agency’s own rules, including enforcement matters. Providing agen-
cies with adjudicative authority is motivated by the sound policy of
promoting uniform implementation of complicated regulations and
taking advantage of the expertise the agency has in dealing with the
subject matter within its jurisdiction.17

The courts have facilitated this policy through the doctrines of
‘‘primary jurisdiction’’ and ‘‘exhaustion.’’ The doctrine of primary

jurisdiction posits that, even in cases where a circuit court has con-
current jurisdiction over a matter before an administrative agency, it
will defer to the agency to adjudicate the matter.18 Exhaustion is a
jurisdictional barrier restraining a court from adjudicating a claim
before the aggrieved party has pursued all remedies available before
the pertinent agency.19 As a practical matter then, a person aggrieved
by an agency licensing decision, enforcement action, or other deter-
mination must use administrative proceedings to remedy the situa-
tion if such proceedings are available. In such cases, there is no right
of judicial review until after completion of the agency proceeding.

Newcomers to administrative law should be aware of the differ-
ences between administrative proceedings and judicial proceedings.
While agencies can perform quasi-judicial functions and adjudicate
the rights of individuals, agencies are not courts of law and are
constitutionally prohibited from acting as such.20 Accordingly, ad-
ministrative tribunals have no inherent equitable powers, do not
routinely address constitutional issues, or exercise other ‘‘purely

judicial’’ powers.21 Unlike courts, agencies may not determine the
validity of their enabling statutes and promulgated rules when adju-
dicating disputes.

Many agencies have their own unique rules governing proceed-
ings before their administrative law judges or other decisionmakers.
Practitioners should first determine if there are such rules, and then
familiarize themselves with the MAPA contested case procedures
described below. In terms of pre-hearing procedure, practitioners
must determine if the agency has subpoena power and to what
extent discovery is available. Most hearings before administrative
tribunals—even evidentiary hearings—tend to be less formal than
hearings before courts.22 However, this does not mean that they are
any less important. The practitioner must take care to prepare the
administrative record for judicial review, including preservation of
any constitutional or evidentiary issues.

Chapter 4 of MAPA23 delineates the basic procedures to be fol-
lowed in ‘‘contested cases’’ proceedings before administrative agen-
cies—proceedings involving an evidentiary hearing. These MAPA
hearing procedures require application of the Michigan Rules of Evi-
dence to the extent practical and provide for pre-hearing motion
practice.24 MAPA also provides for preparation of a Proposal for De-
cision (PFD) by administrative law judges or other decisionmakers
in cases where the decisionmaker is not the ‘‘final’’ decisionmaker

within the agency.25 (In hearings concerning a person’s eligibility for
benefits, the presiding officer usually is the final decisionmaker.)

The PFD must include the rationale for the decision and specific
findings of fact and law on each issue necessary to resolve the case.
The purpose of the PFD is to provide enough detail about the deci-
sion to facilitate exceptions and a final decision.26 Following issuance
of the PFD, the parties are given an opportunity to file comments or
‘‘exceptions’’ to the PFD. The PFD is then forwarded to the final
decisionmaker (often the head of the agency or a designee) for a
final determination. The final decisionmaker may permit oral argu-
ment before making a determination. Once made, the determina-
tion becomes final agency action subject to judicial review.

The avenues of judicial review of agency decisions, scope of
review, and issues arising under these topics are discussed in detail
elsewhere in this issue. Judicial review of final agency action is avail-
able in most cases. Judicial review in contested cases may be gov-
erned by MAPA or the statute or statutes applicable to the specific

Due to the astounding growth in administrative 
regulations over the past 30 years, virtually every 

area of law practice involves, to some extent, 
the practice of administrative law.
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S agency. Section 631 of the Revised Judicature Act27 provides a third
potential alternative for judicial review of final agency decisions that
do not qualify for review under MAPA and where review is not pro-
vided for in statutes applicable to the specific agency. It is important
to carefully evaluate these three potential avenues of review and
focus on the deadlines they establish for filing petitions for review.

Conclusion
Due to the astounding growth in administrative regulations over

the past 30 years, virtually every area of law practice involves, to
some extent, the practice of administrative law. Almost all practi-
tioners would be well advised to familiarize themselves with the
basic aspects of practice involving administrative agencies and to
develop an understanding of the issues framing the relationship be-
tween agencies and the regulated public. ♦
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